Traditional image retrieval method based on global features can only extract low-level features, which are far from the semantics that human expects. So there is a huge gap between low-level features and high-level semantics. In order to overcome this gap, two approaches have been widely used: highlevel semantic image representation and relevance feedback. The paper is based on region representation that comes closely to the semantics. Regionbased image retrieval (RBIR) can effectively exclude the affection of backgrounds. The main work in the paper is summarized as follows: Firstly in order to solve the problems of image segment and similarity measure, an algorithm about detecting visual attended region with respect to image segment is proposed in the paper. This algorithm combined human visual attention model can effective detect the meaningful regions. And the paper proposes a similarity measure algorithm named Modified Integrated Region Matching (MIRM), which is more robust for over segmented images. Secondly this paper focuses on the applications of relevance feedback in RBIR. By studying three cases that may occur in relevance feedback respectively, this paper introduces some relevance feedback algorithms. Those are image coding and cluster based relevance feedback algorithm, Mapping Convergence (MC) based relevance feedback algorithm, Adaptive Boosting (AdaBoost) Support Vector Machines (SVM) based relevance feedback algorithm, Asymmetric Bagging SVM based relevance feedback algorithm and region representation based SVM relevance feedback algorithm. A large number of experimental results demonstrate that all the algorithms, both region based image representation and relevance feedback, proposed in this paper can improve the performance and efficiency of image retrieval.
INTRODUCTION
Content Based Image Retrieval (CBIR) has practical application in many areas. It is an active research area of computer application. Traditional retrieval method based on global features can only extract low-level features that are far from the semantics that human expects. The same semantic object may have different global features under different backgrounds. Region Based Image Retrieval (RBIR) uses region representation that comes close to the semantics. It can effectively exclude the affection of backgrounds. Relevance feedback uses the perception of human to complement CBIR from the view of machine learning. The combine of these two techniques can effectively improve the image retrieval performance. So this paper focuses on RBIR and relevance feedback techniques in RBIR.
Firstly, this paper studies the basic problems in RBIR. The basic problems include image segment and similarity measure. Image segment is a classic problem in digital image processing. Traditional image segment tries to get meaningful region or object by analyzing the low-level features of the image. For example, Deng etc. proposed an automatic color image segmentation, called JSEG [1] . It gets good experimental results by seed region selecting, region growing and region merging. Based on JSEG, [2] proposed an unsupervised image segmentation using local homogeneity analysis. It ignores the color quantization in JSEG and takes the difference between two pixels into account in a finer manner. Different from these segmentations, we propose an algorithm about detecting visual attended region with respect to image segment. This algorithm can effectively detect the meaningful regions by combining human visual attention model. This paper also studies the common similarity measure methods in RBIR, such as Integrated Region Matching (IRM) [3] and Earth Mover's Distance (EMD) [4] , and proposes a similarity measure algorithm named Modified Integrated Region Matching (MIRM) that is more robust for over segmented images.
Secondly, this paper studies the learning problem in RBIR. Relevance feedback technique has been widely used in global features based image retrieval. We focus on the application of relevance feedback in RBIR. We study three cases that may occur in relevance feedback respectively. Firstly, when user provides much more positive images than negative images, we propose three kinds of relevance feedback algorithm: image coding and cluster based relevance feedback algorithm, Mapping Convergence (MC) based relevance feedback algorithm, Adaptive Boosting (AdaBoost) Support Vector Machine (SVM) based relevance feedback algorithm. Secondly, when user provides much more negative images than positive images, we introduce Asymmetric Bagging SVM based relevance feedback algorithm. Finally, when user provides positive images nearly as much as negative images, we propose region representation based SVM feedback algorithm.
The organization of this paper is as follows: Section II describes the image segmentation combined with human visual attention model. Section III describes the similarity measure algorithm named Modified Integrated Region Matching (MIRM). Section IV proposes the relevance feedback algorithms in RBIR. Section V provides experimental results that evaluate all aspects of these algorithms under several different situations. Finally, we conclude with a discussion of the future work in Section VI.
IMAGE SEGMENTATION
Our image segmentation combines traditional image segmentation and human visual attention model. We use JSEG to preprocess the image, and then we use human visual attention model to detect meaningful region. Human visual attention includes bottom-up attention and top-down attention. Through the mechanism of visual attention has not been revealed at all, some of the conclusions can be used to guide the practical application. Especially, the visual attention model that built up from human visual process is very useful for digital image analysis. Saliency-Based Visual Attention Model [5] is a famous visual attention model, which is proposed by Itti etc. in 1998. In this model, visual input is first decomposed into a set of topographic feature maps. Different spatial locations then compete for saliency within each map, such that only locations that locally stand out from their surround can persist. All feature maps feed, in a purely bottom-up manner, into a master "saliency map," which topographically codes for local conspicuity over the entire visual scene. Due to the computational complexity of saliency map, we will use contrast-based method [6] to calculate the saliency map. Based on the saliency map, we will use a new region growing method to detect the visual attention region. Then the image will be segmented as object (the visual attention region) and background. The main steps of our algorithm are as follows:
(1) Image pre-process (1.1) Use JSEG to segment the original image into K regions. Regard it as segmented image ( Fig. 1 (b) ). (1.3) Set the color mean value as the pixels' color in each region. Regard it as quantized image ( Fig. 1 (c 
(2.5) Set C ij as the pixels' color in each region, so we get an image in gray level. Regard it as contrast map ( Fig.1 (d) ). Regard it as grown map ( Fig. 1 (e) ). (4) Extract attended region Regard segmented image as , connected regions as , visual attention region as AR. The pseudocode of extracting process is as follows:
End for
Count stands for the numbers of pixels in this region, β is a fixed constant.
SIMILARITY MEASURE
Different from the global feature representation, we use a common image content representation that has been used in IRM [3] and EMD [4] . After the image has been segmented into several regions, it can be regard as a set composed by these regions. For example, image I contains n regions, it can be regard as I = {(f 1 ,w 1 ),…,(f n ,w n )}, f i stands for region feature and w i stands for region importance. Many kinds of low-level features may be used as region feature. In this paper, we use color moment [7] as the region feature. We store the first three moments of each color channel of a region, i.e. for a HSV image we store only nine floating-point numbers per region as its region feature. The percentage of a region in terms of area size in an image is used as the initial importance of the region. More effective weighting method is discussed in Section IV.
Since image content representation is available, Integrated Region Matching (IRM) can be introduced. The principle of IRM is that the closest region pair is matched first. After regions are matched, the similarity measure is computed as a weighted sum of the similarity between region pairs, with weights determined by the matching scheme. The formula of IRM is as follows:
P and Q stand for two images, p i and q j stand for region of P and Q respectively, f ij is the weight between these two regions. The difference between EMD and IRM is they use different scheme to calculate f ij .
Though IRM has many advantages, if the result of image segmentation is not competent, especially over segmentation happens, the retrieval result is not satisfied. In Fig.2 , according to IRM, the similarity between these two images is a weighted sum of region pairs:
However, a more reasonable similarity should be a weighted sum of merged region pairs, i.e. A + B ← → C + D + E X← → Y. To overcome this weakness, [8] proposed two-level description that describes images by a rough description and a detailed description to avoid improper spatial constrain caused by one-level description. However, it didn't describe how to get the rough description by merging fine description regions. Inspired by its method, we proposed Modified Integrated Region Matching (MIRM) to improve the performance of IRM.
IRM select the closest region pair between two images by using greedy strategy. MIRM select the closest region pair not only between two images, but also within the image, i.e. if the closest region pair is two regions in the same image, MIRM will select them as current closest region pair, but IRM won't. The main steps of MIRM is as follows:
(1) Select the closest region pair (2) If the closest region pair is two regions in each image, then do the assignment same as IRM, go to Step (1). Else, i.e. the closest region pair is two regions (regard as region A and region B) in the same image, merge region A and region B as region C. Step (1). The two regions to be merged may be the regions have been merged, but they can't be the region whose region importance is zero. It has the same principle of IRM in this point.
After using MIRM, in Fig. 2 , region A and B may be merged according to whether the distance of region A and B is current shortest distance. So do region C, D and E. If merge, the result of MIRM will better than IRM; if not merge, MIRM will has the same performance as IRM. So MIRM will have no worse performance than IRM. The experiment will be showed in Section V.
RELEVANCE FEEDBACK
Relevance feedback has been widely used in image retrieval based on global feature. During the feedback, user will point out satisfied and unsatisfied images (marked as positive and negative images) in the retrieval results. And then retrieval system will learn from these training samples to find more satisfied image. Unlike the global feature, the region-based representations of images are of variable length. It means the relevance feedback algorithms based on global feature will not be suitable any more. So in this section, we will focus on the applications of relevance feedback in RBIR. There are three cases that may occur in relevance feedback:
(1) User provides much more positive images than negative images;
(2) User provides much more negative images than positive images;
(3) User provides positive images nearly as much as negative images. 
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Positive Images > Negative Images
First, we propose Image Coding and Cluster Based Relevance Feedback algorithm. This algorithm has three main steps:
Step 1: Image Coding.
Firstly, the image will be segmented into several regions. Then we use RLS [9] to cluster regions in every semantic classes and use LVQ2 [10] to refine the boundaries between similar classes. We set every cluster center as code word. So each region of an image will belong to a code word, i.e. the image has been coded. Inspired by TF*IDF [11] in text retrieval, we use such formula to calculate the region importance: (6) f i,c stands for the times of code C appears in image I, N stands for total number of images, f C stands for the number of images including Code C.
Step 2: Cluster.
Based on the assumption -"Every region could be helpful in retrieval."we cluster all regions from all positive images by ISODATA [12] . Then we get a new image, named Optimal Query Image. We will use it to replace the original input image in next retrieval. The region features of optimal query image will be the value of cluster centers.
Step 3: Feedback.
Inspired by the probabilistic pattern [11] in text retrieval, we use such formula to update the region importance of optimal query image:
R stands for number of positive images, N stands for total number of images, R C stands for R including Code C, f C stands for N including Code C.
Second, we introduce Mapping Convergence (MC) Based Relevance Feedback algorithm in RBIR. MC algorithm [13] is proposed by Yu in 2005. It has two main steps:
Step 1: Using One-Class SVM to draw an initial approximation of "strong negatives";
Step 2: Run iteratively using SVM, to maximize the margin in order to make a progressively better approximation of negative data.
In RBIR, when user provides much more positive images than negative images, we can get lots of positive regions. So we can input these positive
regions into MC as training sample. After that we can get an optimal classifier to predict the unknown regions from other images in the database. According to the prediction, if the ratio of positive region in one image is bigger than some fixed constant, this image will be put into the candidate set. Otherwise not.
In deed, MC combines resampling method and SVM to predict the regions in unknown images. Inspired by it, we propose Adaptive Boosting (AdaBoost) Support Vector Machines (SVM) Based Relevance Feedback algorithm, by combining AdaBoost and SVM.
AdaBoost [14] is a popular variation on basic boosting. It allows the designer to continue adding weak learners until some desired low training error has been achieved. In AdaBoost each training pattern receives a weight that determines its probability of being selected for a training set for an individual component classifier. If a training pattern is accurately classified, then its chance of being used again in a subsequent component classifier is reduced; conversely, if the pattern is not accurately classified, then its chance of being used again is raised. In this way, AdaBoost "focuses in" on the informative or "difficult" patterns.
The principle of AdaBoost SVM Based Relevance Feedback algorithm is similar to MC algorithm. The detail steps are as follows:
(1) Initial retrieval.
(2) If user is satisfied, then finish. Otherwise go on. (10) . Otherwise go to (6) . (10) Use every classifier Ci, i = 1 , … , T to predict all regions from image database. The finial prediction is the weighted sum of these classifiers.
According to the finial prediction, if the ratio of positive region in one image is bigger than some fixed constant, this image will be put into the candidate set. Otherwise not. (11) Do similarity measure between query image and images from candidate set. Return the sort result to user and then go to (2).
Negative Images > Positive Images
When user provides much more negative images than positive images, we can also combine resampling method and SVM. However, there is something different. When positive images are in majority, positive data are compact in feature space. So we can construct classifier to predict the positive regions in unknown images. However, when negative images are in majority, negative data are loose in feature space. So it's hard to construct classifier to predict the negative regions in unknown images. As a result, we should not try to predict the regions in unknown images, but try to predict the image is positive or not. So we introduce Asymmetric Bagging SVM Based Relevance Feedback algorithm [15] in RBIR. Tao etc. proposed Asymmetric Bagging SVM Based Relevance Feedback algorithm in 2006. It samples the negative samples by many times. Every time it selects the same number of negative samples as positive samples to construct a new classifier. The finial prediction is majority voting by these classifiers. Through its aim is to improve the performance of traditional SVM, we can use it in RBIR by using region representation based SVM.
Positive Images ≈ ≈ Negative Images
In this case, we can use region representation based SVM. [4] proposed the EMD kernel that can be used in region representation based SVM: (8) Inspired by this kernel, we proposed a new kernel, named IRM kernel that is similar to EMD kernel: (9) It uses IRM to calculate the distance between two images.
EXPERIMENTS
Our general experimental environment is Intel Pentium IV 2.8GHz with 512M DDR SDRAM. We use James Z. Wang's image database [16] . We select means the jth related image's rank in retrieval results. So the precision of retrieval result in some scope is defined as follows: (10) In experiments, we usually input a query sequence composed by some different images. So we calculate the average precision, which means the average Precision vs. Scope of each query image.
First, we show experimental results of our image segmentation algorithm. We set the fixed constants as follows: gamma = 0.01, α = 100, β = 0.8, n = 4, K is decided by JSEG automatically. We compare our experimental results with [6] and [17] , showed in Fig. 3 .
Compared with [6] and [17] , our algorithm can more effectively detect the meaningful region. So it can get a better segment result. But it still has some weaknesses. Such as, it can not exclude the shadow noise, while [6] do; it can only extract one meaningful region, through there are more than one meaningful region. We try to improve it in our future work. (d) attended region extracted by [17] .
Second, we compare MIRM with EMD and IRM on twenty over segmented images. We calculate the average precision as experimental results, shown in Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 .
From Fig. 5 , we can see that when image is over segmented, MIRM can get a better result. When using MIRM, the average precision of top 100 images is
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The image retrieval and relevance feedback methods based on region 3.6 percent and 4.2 percent higher than EMD and IRM respectively. So MIRM is more robust for over segmented images. Third, we compare our image coding and cluster based relevance feedback algorithm with query point movement-based relevance feedback algorithm [4] proposed by Jing etc. The fixed constant of ISODATA used in our algorithm is set as follows: K = the number of regions in query image, θ N = 1, θ S = 1.0, θ C = 4.0, L = 1, I = 10. We use JSEG to segment the query image. We calculate color moment as region feature and use formula (6) to calculate the region importance. We set IRM as similarity measure. We randomly select twenty images from image database as query sequence Q 1 Q 2 …Q 20 . In every feedback, user checks top 10 images in retrieval result and mark the image that belongs to the same semantic class with Q i as positive image. Otherwise don't mark. We calculate the average precision of top 30 images, i.e. Scope = 30. Experimental results are shown in Fig. 6 .
As shown in Fig. 6 , our algorithm can effectively improve the average precision, especially, better than Jing's algorithm after three feedbacks. Because after many times' feedbacks, ISODATA show its advantages in region clustering. The optimal query can more clearly declare user's intention. So our algorithm can get a better result.
Foruth, we compare our MC algorithm and AdaBoost SVM relevance feedback algorithm with One-Class SVM (OSVM). We use LIBSVM [18] between 0.4 and 0.9. The maximum loop time in AdaBoost is five. We randomly select fifteen images from image database as query sequence Q 1 Q 2 …Q 15 . In every feedback, user checks top twenty images in retrieval result and mark the image that belongs to the same semantic class with Q i as positive image. Otherwise don't mark. We calculate the average precision of top 30 images, i.e. Scope = 30. Experimental results are shown in Fig. 7 . As shown in Fig. 7 , MC algorithm shows the best performance. It raises the initial retrieval precision by 17.87%. AdaBoost SVM (13.96%) is better than OSVM (10.88%). So, these two algorithms can effectively improve the retrieval performance when use provides much more positive images than negative images.
Fifth, we compare Asymmetric Bagging SVM based relevance feedback algorithm (ABSVM) and EMD kernel based SVM relevance feedback algorithm (GEMD). We use SVM light [19] as customized kernel based SVM toolkit. Because ABSVM uses EMD based kernel, so the fixed constants used in ABSVM are set as follows: gamma = 0.001, trade-off between training error
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The image retrieval and relevance feedback methods based on region Table. 1. Table. 1 shows the average precision in first two feedbacks. ABSVM shows the better performance than GEMD. So this algorithm is useful when use provides much more negative images than positive images.
Finally, we compare EMD kernel based SVM (GEMD) and IRM kernel based SVM (GIRM) with Gaussian kernel based SVM (GSVM). We still use SVM light as customized kernel based SVM toolkit. The fixed constants used in these algorithms are set as follows: gamma in GSVM = 0.0001, gamma in GEMD and GIRM = 0.001, trade-off between training error and margin in these algorithms = 1000. GEMD and GIRM are region representation based SVM, so we used the same feature description as mentioned before. GSVM is global feature based SVM, so we calculate the color histogram of 36 bins in HSV color space based on color quantization scheme, which was proposed in [20] , to extract the global feature and use Euclidean distance as similarity measure. We randomly select twenty images from image database as query sequence Q 1 Q 2 …Q 20 . In every feedback, user checks top ten images in retrieval result and mark the image that belongs to the same semantic class with Q i as positive image. Otherwise mark as negative image. We calculate the average precision of top 100 images, i.e. Scope = 100. Experimental results are shown in Fig. 8 . As shown in Fig. 8 , because the training samples are too few, so it causes the unstable of SVM and lead to the general drop of average precision in these algorithms. When feedback increases, the training samples increases too. So SVM becomes stable and region representation based SVM shows better performance than global feature based SVM. GEMD is a little better than GIRM.
CONCLUSION
A large number of experiment results demonstrate that all the algorithms, both region based image representation and relevance feedback, proposed in this paper can improve the performance and efficiency of CBIR. But these algorithms still have some weaknesses. Such as, our image segmentation cannot exclude the shadow noise and can only extract one meaningful region; the resampling method may cause more training time. We try to improve them in our future work.
